Discover the Most Advanced Teaching App in Higher Education

Top Hat is the one-stop-shop that combines powerful student engagement tools with affordable, interactive textbooks, delivered directly to students’ devices.

**TOP HAT CLASSROOM**
Leverage students’ devices to take attendance, launch discussions and ask questions while sharing back in real-time to increase in-class engagement

**TOP HAT ASSIGNMENT**
Easily create, personalize and assign homework with auto-grade capabilities

**TOP HAT TEST**
Securely administer tests and quizzes in a bring-your-own-device (BYOD) environment, using Top Hat’s proprietary lock-out browser

**TOP HAT TEXTBOOK**
Adopt and customize affordable, interactive textbooks and course materials from Top Hat, or create new educational content using a unique authoring tool

**WE MAKE IT SECURE AND EASY FOR YOU**
- Instructional design support to help you build your course in Top Hat
- Integrates with popular LMS
- FERPA compliant
- Already used by 2 million students and 750 universities worldwide

“My students already have their phones in their hands, they are probably looking at them in class, so why not turn that into something useful?”

—LORNA PROFANT, California State University, Channel Islands

To learn more, go to tophat.com
Everything You Want From OER
Reduce costs for students. Improve engagement. Redefine the future of education.

It's time to change how your institution delivers educational content to students. The Top Hat Marketplace provides educators with a one-stop destination for high-quality open educational resources.

**HERE'S HOW TOP HAT IS LEADING THE CHARGE IN OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES**

1. **Easy to Use and Discover OER Content**
The Top Hat Marketplace enables faculty to easily find OER content in one central location. Choose from thousands of course materials, and share and collaborate via a unique cross-institutional community.

2. **Superior Content Quality and Real-time Collaboration**
Top Hat delivers on the promise of next-generation OER by providing unique collaboration tools that enable users to review and provide feedback on content in real-time.

3. **Limitless Subject Matter**
Customize off-the-shelf content to meet the needs of your course or author your own interactive course content, with the option to share with other educators.

Book a demo to learn how Top Hat is helping institutions achieve their goals by visiting tophat.com/demo